Dear Ladies and Gentlemen
With this letter we would like to confirm the cooperation between Non Profit Organization Kokkyo naki
Kodomotachi (KnK) Japan and the private project “Schoolcones for Japan”.
KnK was found in 1995 and recognized as a Non Profit Organization since 2000. KnK is devoted to supporting
disadvantaged youths in Asia and encouraging international friendships. The goals are “Education and Friendship
with Children in Asia” and “Growing Together.”
KnK is one of the authorized NPOs to help people after the Tohoku Earthquake which occurred on March 11th
2011. The support is structured in three phases. During the second phase (27th May - August 2011) KnK will
follow on-going activities from the first phase, provide other support which is not yet decided by the different
cities, extend the support to northern part of Iwate and start a general survey in all Elementary, Junior High and
High Schools all along the devastated area between Rikuzentakata and Tanohata.
The Project ‘Schoolcones for Japan” was started by a purely private group of people to support kids during their
transition back to normal life. The goal is on one side to help kids in Japan to overcome their traumatic
experiences and on the other side to show kids worldwide the importance of social responsibility and that
everyone can help.
The project team will help to deliver necessary items (like school supplies, as well uniforms, etc.) to the schools,
which will be identified by KnK together with the educational boards of these areas.
Activities:
KnK will support the project team of “Schoolcones for Japan” with advice on schools, materials, travels, and with
contacts.
The private project team of “Schoolcones for Japan” is collecting donations, pictures from kids as well as
postcards worldwide. Pictures and postcards will be used for photo books, which will be put together by the kids
in not-affected schools in Tokyo.
Donated money will be used by the project team to purchase the fillings for cones and by KnK for other items like
school books, uniforms, etc.
The project team confirmed that they will not use any resources from KnK and organize all transportations/
logistics by themselves
At the end of the project, the private project team will prepare a financial report to show the usage of the money to
all donator and project team will donate the remaining amount of money to KnK. KnK will confirm the donated
amount in that statement.
We thank the volunteers of this project. We are sure that we can deliver many smiles to kids in Japan and grow
together with the kids worldwide and everyone involved.
Kind Regards
…

Saeko Terada
President
Kokkyo naki Kodomotachi (KnK)

Andreas Baller
(on behalf of “Schoolcones for Japan”)
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